
Hi all, 
Please find below our answers to your questions which are in bold.  
Cheers, 
The proponents  
 
============================================================================
===================================== 
 
General Comments: 
- There are a few sentences that are quite long and hard to understand. E.g. 2nd sentence in the 
Abstract. Maybe, the paper would benefit from having a native speaker proof read it in addition. The 
comments below do include suggestions on wording but of course also come from non-native 
speakers... 
 
Thanks for the comment, we tried to improve the text.  
 
 
- The plots in the paper don't have matching fonts. Sometimes not even between the two axis in a 
single plot. Please also double check the font sizes of labels and ticks, they should roughly match 
text size. 
Done. 
Some plots miss "LHCb Simulation". 
Namely Fig 2 (both), Fig 3. 
Fig 2 second plot, is this one really needed, it's a bit empty. 
Indeed it’s a bit “empty” however it helps the non expert people to capture the distribution of 
hits.  
Fig 5 Enough room for labels to not overlap the histogram 
They have been removed and we kept just the explanations in the text.  
Units of axis should be  label / unit e.g. Hit X / mm. 
We checked in the LHCb templates and the convention that we used should be correct [unit].  
 
Also please make sure that units are typeset upright. 
Done  
Maybe check what the desired journal requires here? 
Also the TDR references currently mention "TDR", "Technical Design Report", and "Tech Rep." I'd 
argue one is enough. 
Done. 
Following  are some textual comments with corresponding line numbers: 
 
 
 7  Abstract claims significant improvement but later no comparison is shown.  Only timing is later 
compared to old version.  
Good point. We added a sentence for a comparison with the official numbers available in the 
TDR.  
13:  the notation with only the first letter of the first name is used everywhere else. 



Done 
35  reads weird, maybe only use perpendicular or x-y plane 
Done 
36  fibres have a dy/dz which an x-axis doesn't have... maybe reword, but x-axis != x-fibre in y-z 
plane 
Done. 
44 double plural "tracks segments" -> track segments 
Done 
50 trigger on -> I would rewrite using "select". 
Done 
52 "tracks from displaced vertices" is easier to read/understand 
Done  
54 reduced data flow output sounds weird. Maybe reword this and use something like "reduced 
event rate after HLT1 selections" 
Done 
58 Don't need start with "such" here 
Done 
62 I'd reword to make it easier to understand and read. HLT2 isn't really designed to run this speed 
yet, as we all know it's too slow right now. The speed is more of a requirement. Also "farm" is slang 
I'd use computing resources or similar 
We replaced with: 
"The current goal is to run the \hlttwo stage using around 1000 CPU nodes and at a frequency 
of 1\mhz~\cite{AllenTDR}." 
71 additional "to"  
Done 
79 you use hits earlier in the text so probably should move the "energy deposits" explanation there 
Done 
91 Why add these references for the Forward Tracking here? The text mentions "long tracks" which 
have already been introduced. Probably best to remove references. 
Commented out 
99 particle trajectories 
Done 
121 "seed candidates" 
Done 
125 3-dimensional  
Done 
126 inline fractions are very small, maybe use diagonal slash instead or move it out of text body into 
math environment 
Done everywhere I found them 
132 simulated samples based on the LHCb magnetic field map?  "samples in the.. " sounds weird to 
me 
Removed "based on..." 
147 not sure what this refers to... constraints of HLT2 I assume? Also The Reference doesn't seem 
right here. 



Yes, indeed it’s to have a mention  about the constraints. There are no more suitable 
references for now as far as we know.  
161, previously already mentioned that we always assume the origin, probably ok to remove this 
here 
We would prefer to keep it, even though there is a bit of repetition, we find that it helps the 
reader.  
166 scratch "thus formed" 
Done 
172 leftover one word 
Done 
177 this sentence seems weird to me. This sounds like the outlier removal is logically connected to 
the min hits requirement. 
Done 
192 These optimizations.... please reword sentence. 
Done. 
196 the rest "are" fake comb. 
Done.  
256 I'd reorder to ".. reconstruct tracks with... properties with the highest possible efficiency" 
Much better indeed. 
268 probably causes most of the inefficiency but not all, right? Or would you reconstruct 100% of 
tracks coming from the primary interaction? 
Good point, done.  
293: explain what is a reference node (dual Intel-Xeon-CPU-E5-2630-v4) 
Done 
295: an estimation of the throughput is given by taking a fraction of the whole HLT2 sequence. Given 
that the hybrid seeding is a standalone algorithm, it could be measured alone in a simple sequence 
consisting in only itself and the data preparation. This approach would lead to a better estimation of 
the throughput. When benchmarking with other HLT2 algorithms (especially the track fit) interactions 
at the cache and memory level could potentially reduce the throughput of your algorithm and hide 
some of your gains. 
Yes but we wouldn't have the reference point for the improvement. This would be better but a 
raw number without comparison would probably not sell the point as well, even if the number 
is better. 
We could produce both but I don’t think our main point lies there. 
 
300: an overall improvement of coding conventions -> a modernization of the c++ code 
Done 
 
Please feel free to ask us if any of the above comment are not clear and need further clarification. 
Best regards, 
Christoph and Arthur 
 


